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Overview: 
 
DamWatch® is a real-time, web-based, dam and levee monitoring software application 
developed by USEngineering Solutions Corporation to afford dam and levee owners early 
warning of hazards to their dam and levee infrastructure. DamWatch collects real-time data from 
sources such as the NWS, NOAA, NRCS, and USGS to compare against client-specified 
thresholds and will send alert notifications if any thresholds are exceeded. Alert notifications are 
distributed immediately via electronic mediums (email, sms, fax, etc.) and clients can login to 
DamWatch for a command-and-control view of their data, infrastructure, geography, and alert 
specifics to respond according to their Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) or Emergency 
Operations Plans (EOPs). 
 
Interface: 
 
DamWatch offers an intuitive interface for users to view and interact with information. The 
interface consists of: 
 

1) Watch List: The Watch List displays structures experiencing alert conditions. Users can 
select structures from the list to view alert details. 
 

2) Geography Filter: Users can interact with the Geo-Spatial Display to view general areas 
and structures in each area utilizing the series of drop-down menus. 
 

3) Search Tool: The Search Tool enables users to query for structures, gages, or user 
profiles. 

 
4) Data Sources: The Data Sources buttons enable users to select information about 

structures, users, and official real-time meteorological, hydrologic, and seismologic 
sources. 
 

5) Informational Display: The Informational Display is used to publish detailed 
information about individual structures, profiles, or gages. Detailed information is 
displayed in a tabular format for ease of user interaction. 

 
6) Geo-Spatial Display: The Geo-Spatial Display allows users to interact with static 

geographic boundaries such as towns, counties, political boundaries, watersheds, basins-
of-influence, inundation zones, or any other user defined areas. Dynamic data sets such as 
real-time meteorological, seismologic or hydrologic overlays can also be displayed. 

 
7) Admin Interface:  Users who have administrative privileges are able to access the 

system’s Admin Interface. This interface is partitioned into three categories: 
Management, Notification, and Simulation. Within each respective category, users can 
manage profiles, create reports, and access archived data. Users can also simulate training 
alerts and broadcast real-time messages to others. 
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Interface: 
 

 
 
 
Data Tabs: 
 
Data becomes visible through a series of detail screens in tabular format once a user selects a 
structure via the Geo-Spatial Display, Geography Filter, Search Tool, Structures, or Navigation 
Data Source buttons. Options will also appear to allow for zooming to a structure, displaying 
inundation areas, and potential damage locations (PDLs).  
 
A structure detail screen consists of a series of tabs. Below is an example of a structure detail 
screen with eight tabs highlighted (General, Design, Sponsors, PDLs, Data Sources, File, Alerts 
and Tickets) to display database information for each. 
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Data Tabs: 
 

 
 
 
General Tab: 

 

Sponsors Tab: 

 
 
PDLs Tab: 

 

Design Tab: 
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The “Data Sources” tab allows the user to display USGS gages, SNOTEL gages and 
NOAA/NWS NEXRAD stations that are associated with the selected structure. Users can access 
sub-tabs and select data sources to obtain real-time information and thresholds related to that 
structure. For example, once a NEXRAD station is selected, users can view general information 
about the station and overlay one of the three precipitation products on to the Geo-Spatial 
Display. 
 
Data Sources Tab: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tabs also delineate locations where documents, alerts, tickets, and even navigational information 
can be viewed, stored, and updated. Users can select the “File” tab to access sub-tabs containing 
Images, Inspection Reports, Emergency Operation/Action Plans (EOP/EAPs), Operation and 
Maintenance Manuals (OMMs), Site Plans, and any other supported files. Each document can be 
viewed within the informational display area by clicking on the "Show" button. 
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File Tab: 
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 To add files to data tabs:  
1) Select the “Upload File”  

button  
2) Name the file 
3) Select “Type” 
4) Give a Description of the file 
5) Select “Browse” and find the  

file to upload 
6) Select “Upload” and the file  

will be uploaded to the server 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Alerts are documented and stored in the “Alert” tab when an alert is triggered. Users can view 
alert history for radar, gages, devices, and simulations by accessing the “Alert” tab. Users can 
also overlay radar alerts on the Geo-Spatial Display. An active alert will be represented in the 
Geo-Spatial Display with a red dam icon. 
 
Alerts Tab: 
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The “Tickets” tab allows users to document the condition and status of 
structures. Users initiate tickets by choosing one of five types: 
Information, Maintenance, Inspection, Monitor, or Breach. Once the 
type of ticket has been selected, the user fills out the ticket, adds an 
attachment, and can even select other users to whom the ticket will be 
distributed. Once submitted, the ticket is considered to be open and will 
be represented on the map with a color-coded status to enable users to 
quickly identify the progression to their Emergency Operations Plan 
(EOP/EAP). A ticket will remain open until the author of the ticket or an 
administrator closes it. 
 
 
 

 

  Information 
 

  Maintenance 
 

  Inspection 
 

  Monitor 
 

  
 

Breach 
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Ticket Tabs: 
 

 

 

 

Data Sources: 

The Data Sources window has ten selectable buttons with logical icons representing their 
respective data source. Users can choose the respective data-source layer to overlay on the Geo-
Spatial Display by selecting the corresponding button. 

 
The Structure button allows the user to view all of the structures and query a dam by 
primary identification number, county, and project. 
 
 
The User button enables users to display a list of other users and their contact 
information. By clicking on a username hyperlink, the profile belonging to that 
username appears with the username, assigned area, contacts and subscriptions. Users 
have the ability to edit their individual profile through the interface. 
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The Navigation button provides users with an easy way to navigate between sites and 
addresses. The display allows users to select their starting point, destination, and 
whether they want to view the directions within the system, on Google Maps or Bing 
Maps. Once “Get Directions” is selected the directions will be generated. 
 
The NEXRAD button enables users to perform a real-time meteorological review.  
Users can select local NWS radar sites and one of the three precipitation products to 
overlay. These products are the one hour, three hour, and storm total accumulated 
precipitation estimates. 
 
Users can perform a real-time hydrologic review using USGS streamflow data. When 
the USGS button is selected, users are able to view gages and structures within 
hydrologic units or query gage sites for the current discharge and height 
measurements. 
 
The NWS Warnings button enables users to view active system-aggregated NWS 
projects such as Flash Flood (FFW) and Flood Warnings (FLW). 
 
 
The SLOSH button allows users to overlay NOAA storm surge data over coastlines.  
Probabilistic storm surge for impending tropical systems can also be displayed.  
 
 
The Seismic button enables users to view seismic data from USGS and visualize 
energy propagation within the Geo-Spatial Display. 
 
 
NRCS snow data is available when users select the SNOTEL button. Users can 
interact and query SNOTEL sites to review precipitation, accumulated precipitation, 
snow-to-water equivalency, and temperature. 
 
The Devices button enables users to view monitoring instruments that are specific to 
the client.  
 

 
The Projects button enables users to view NRCS watershed projects and their 
benefits, sponsors and structures. 
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Admin Interface: 
 
Users with administrative privileges are able to utilize advanced features for managing and 
querying data through the Admin Interface. This interface is partitioned 
into three categories: Management, Notification, and Simulation. Within 
each respective category, users can manage profiles, create reports, and 
access archived data. Users can also simulate training alerts and 
broadcast real-time messages to others. 
 
Management: 
 
Management provides administrators with the capability to add new 
users, edit existing profiles, or delete individuals. Administrators can use 
this feature to easily update contact information and alerts subscriptions. 
 

Notification: 
 
The majority of the Notification group contains 
all active and archived alerts that are processed 
by DamWatch. Notification also offers 
interactive features such as messaging. 
 
“Active Alerts” provides administrators the ability to view all NEXRAD, 
USGS, NWS Warnings, or Simulated Events. With this function, 
administrators can simultaneously view, document, and close individual 
or multiple structure alerts. 
 
The “Archived Alerts” provides administrators the ability to view all 
inactive NEXRAD, USGS, and NWS Warnings 
and display a history of all alerts that have 
occurred over the life of the system. Data is 
displayed in tabular format and can be exported to 

an Excel® file with a single click. 
 
“Messaging” allows an administrator to quickly distribute information to 
other users. Administrators can quickly select individual or multiple 
users, the form of contact (email, sms, fax, etc.) and submit for instant 
delivery. 
 
Simulation: 
 
The Simulation “NEXRAD,” “USGS,” and “Structure” buttons are 
selected when a user wants to conduct training sessions. Administrators 
can create a simulated NEXRAD, USGS, or Structure events to test the 
effectiveness of current Emergency Action Plans (EAPs), inspection 
team response, and/or visualize influence of data source-driven events. 


